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Staying in the realm of work, efficiency and productivity, there is also a complex of alternative compensation schemes that involve giving, trading and self-sufficiency that take place outside of the dominant economical system. This so-called informal economy includes all forms of work and economic activity that are not registered and that are beyond the control of authorities.

Worldwide, the informal economy is large and constitutes up to 90% of the economy in certain countries (especially Sub-Saharan Africa). Informal economies are often born out of necessity: a corrupt state, extreme inflation, or a bureaucracy that is so dense that one cannot get things done through official channels. But there are also voluntary, or politically motivated informal exchanges that function as an antidote to capitalism or resistance to repressive regimes. And of course, sometimes it is just easier or more logical to do something through informal channels. When thinking of informal economies, most often people will think of smuggling or the black market. Even though these phenomena are usually connected to oppression and exploitation of the smuggled (women, workers, illegal immigrants, animals), for some people they can also be the sole rescue, the only way to eat, work, get money or uncensored information.¹

The art world has been interested in informal economies as a topic and strategy since at least the sixties. Both Situationism and Relational Aesthetics are heavily influenced by The Gift (1924) by the French sociologist Marcel Mauss.² Mauss analyses a culture of giving of different tribes and primitive societies and rids us of the
The share economy is also at the heart of journalist Paul Mason's description of the rise of what he calls the post capitalist era of which the currency is 'free time, networked activity and free stuff'. What Ritsema and many with him reacts to, is the monetization of private time, private spaces, bodies, friendships and our homes. What else will we find to quantify after we have rented out couches, rooms or spare rooms, body parts or clothes, our work capacities and, as Franco 'Bifo' Berardi argues, even our very souls? Capitalism has turned us, as Stengers writes, into 'little entrepreneurs of Self'. Entrepreneurs that are forever in debt and forever encouraged to exploit ourselves, our human capital.

According to writer Dougald Hine we live in a social ice age where 'the fluidity of human sociability has been frozen up' and in which we have lost the ability to live and do things together without being paid for them or being told to do them by a powerful state. We measure and price everything, from working relationships to friendships. But he is also hopeful: 'I think it is quite possible that we are living at the end of this social ice age.' Hine finds ‘pockets’ that have survived modernism where people still know how to live beyond measurability and financial compensation.

In the rich anthology Commerce by Artists, edited by the artist Luis Jacob, a range of artists' projects is documented in which the artists enter the realm of economics but do so with projects that are counter-capitalist, where ‘the artistic project itself takes the form of a transaction of some kind’, a transaction that does not involve
money per se.\textsuperscript{11} Commerce occurs, writes Jacob, every time there is a "flow or transfer of something from one place to another".\textsuperscript{12} Importantly, commerce occurs if the identity of this thing changes within the process of flowing or transferring: 'entities relate, interact, press upon and transform one another', Jacob writes.\textsuperscript{13}

Mauss regretted that capitalism had partly destroyed the culture of giving. The close-knit system of direct giving, exchanges from hand to hand and doing something in return is replaced, in capitalism, by a system of production and consumption in which makers and buyers no longer meet. Traces of a culture of giving and reciprocity are still to be found, wrote Mauss, in the arts, for example, or in the social security system of his day and age. He argued that in these domains we again find the joy of public giving, the joy of generous gifts to the arts and of hospitality.

Artists have mainly embraced the idea of the potlatch (with Rirkrit Tiravanija as the most obvious example) which Mauss extensively discussed, but artists did so in a much more positive manner than Mauss. Artists focused on the potlatch as a uniting and generous ritual where rival tribes ate together and gave each other gifts (women and slaves, for example). But in reality the potlatch was also a very competitive and often brutal happening, including slaughter and murder.

Barter or exchange is another component of the informal economy that is often used by artists: a work of art in exchange for an article in a catalogue for example. Or one artwork swapped for another between artist friends. Besides being practical, barter is sometimes also the explicit aim of a project or a way to collect artistic material.\textsuperscript{14}

Atelier Van Lieshout (AVL) founded his own state: AVL-Ville in 2001. The community was self-sufficient, had its own constitution, a flag and there was even local money in the making. AVL-Ville was a utopian village, as the artist states, where people could live and work in an ecological, autarkic way. Besides a large workshop where art works are made, the Pioneer Set, a mobile farm, would provide food. Alcohol and medicines were produced in a special workshop. Through creating their own energy resource power-plant and water purification system the free state was independent from other resources.\textsuperscript{15}

This large-scale project is considered a high point in the work of AVL, the culmination of the often mobile works produced by AVL up to that time. As with many of the works AVL produced before and since, this project was not just art to look at but to be lived with and in, to use and build a world with. After nine months, the municipality of Rotterdam called a halt to the project. AVL-Ville was self-sufficient, self-sustaining and arranged its affairs outside of state or other formal structures.

Self-sufficiency and reducing dependency on a shaky economic system can also be achieved through alternative or complementary currencies. The digital currency bitcoin is probably the most famous example but there are many more underground time banks and barter systems.
The attention for such alternatives increases as the prevailing monetary system is coming under growing pressure. People introducing their own currencies is not new. During the Spanish Civil War (1936–1939) there would have been apparently more than 7000 different currencies in circulation: from the hairdresser and bakery to businesses and governments, everyone had their own value system in the absence of a reliable national currency.

The e-flux Time/Bank is probably one of the best-known recent attempts by the art world aimed at establishing an alternative system for work, payment and compensation. On their website, founders Julieta Aranda and Anton Vidokle state that they hope to create through Time/Bank an immaterial currency and a parallel micro-economy for the cultural community, one that is not geographically bound, and that will create a sense of worth for many of the exchanges that already take place ... but often escape the structures that validate only certain forms of exchange as significant or profitable.6

The e-flux Time/Bank is meant to be a support structure that helps people perform, just like banks used to be.17

With the e-flux Time/Bank, and many other systems like it, one issue remains unresolved: how to deal with creative labour where, as Jan Verwoert wrote,

A good paragraph may come together in two minutes. Then the next sentence might take two hours .... So what to charge people for? The two minutes of productivity? Or the two hours of fruitless fussing about what followed?18

That is why the so-called lump sum payment is such an easy way out in the art world. Hourly wages would be impossible to track, pay or otherwise validate. Time banks, in their various manifestations, are an attempt to outsmart this conundrum through the introduction of a system in which every hour of every person counts equally, whether it is an hour spent painting walls, giving tango lessons, hesitating or actually getting some writing done.
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